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abstract
Previous studies of concept and category have mainly concentrated on concrete categories such as artificial 
category or natural category.  However, research of abstract concepts has seen much less progress than that of 
concrete concepts, although several studies have revealed the difference between the two concepts.  It can be 
supposed that abstract concepts can be easily explained and understood through concrete instances, in terms of 
educational psychology or general intuition, for example.
This paper examines the strength of the links between abstract concepts and concrete information, 
comparing abstract concepts with concrete concepts.  Participants produced words and phrases with relevant, 
similar, or characteristics to several concrete and abstract words. As a result, more words and phrases were 
expressed in concrete words than abstract words, and the degree of concreteness of those in abstract words was 
lower than those in concrete words.
These results suggest that the strength of the link between abstract concepts and concrete information is 
weak in comparison to concrete concepts.  Further research is necessary in order to construct an inclusive 












































（Verheyen, Stukken, Deyne, Dry, & Storms, 2011）も存在する。また，Wiemer-Hastings & Xu（2005）
では，抽象概念は，本質的な（intrinsic）特徴よりも関係的な（relational）特徴をもつと主張されて
























































































意に認められ（課題種：F（2, 112）＝46.70, p＜.01，刺激種：F（1, 56）＝14.03, p＜.01），課題種と刺激種の有
意な交互作用が認められた（F（2, 112）＝4.59, p＜.05）。下位検定の結果，関係課題，特徴課題において
刺激種の有意な単純主効果が認められたが（関係課題：F（1, 56）＝13.49, p＜.01，特徴課題：F（1, 56）＝
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